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Annual ‘Late Night’ proves to be a success once again
by Doug Lucas
Staff Writer
In what has become an annual tradi
tion for the College, “Late Night with
Lee McKinney” filled the gym on No
vember 13. The event features inter
squad scrimmages for both the men’s
and women’s basketball teams. How
ever, Late Night is about more than
basketball. It helps support a good cause
and lets students cut loose on the dance
held afterwards.
Every year, free T-shirts are handed
out to the first people who arrive when
the doors open at 8:00. This year, four
hundred shirts were handed out in about
fifteen minutes. Those who arrived late
expecting a free shirt were disappointed.
The festivities began with the
women’sscrimmage. The women played
well in their pre-season tune-up. “It
helps us get ready to play in front of a
crowd,” said assistant coach Clancy
Moore, who was participating in his fifth
Late Night, after four years as a player.
“It provides a good atmosphere to see
what it is that really needs to be worked
on,” he added.
Men’s basketball coach and athletic
director Lee McKinney made an impor
tant announcement to the crowd prior to
the men’s scrimmage. He explained that
Coaches vs. Cancer sponsored the Three
Point Attack fundraiser. Last year, the
Griffins finished 25th in the nation for
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Matt Schmidt takes a shot during the popular "Late Night with Lee McKinney" game,
which benefits cancer victims.
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Behind Locker Doors: A Mystery Story
Lockers at Fontbonne make the pro
verbial “Model T” Fords bow their en
gine heads in shame when their unlim
ited capacity is disclosed. Many an
aspiring magician could certainly find
no better models for imitation than the
blossoming Houdinis who swell the
sides of their little, green, tin compart
ments with numerous articles ranging
from a bag of peanuts to three roller
skate wheels.
In one representative locker, which
by the way, measures approximately
five feet high, sixteen inches wide, and
one foot deep, the following articles
were discovered: a coat and hat, cap
and gown, five text books (necessary
evils), a box of pins, three yearbooks,
four old magazines, two sorority chance
books, a piece of chalk, three old gloves,
five initiation hats, a ruler, a cookbook,
an apron, a clothes brush, a linoleum
block, a deck of cards, and a percolator
top.
The second locker proved to be a
real revelation; it is a perfect manifesta
tion of the college girl’s ability to cram.
Its extra little bulge in front denoted
that it had two owners instead of one.
When the door was finally pried open,
these objects gushed out to envelop the
innocent bystander: two coats, two hats,
two caps and gowns, two swimming
suits, two towels, a bar of soap, one pair
of ballet slippers and tennis shoes, sev

raising money to fight cancer through
this program.
“Late Night is a good time to sign
people up for the charity, because it is
one of the biggest crowds of the year,”
said McKinney. “Our fans are always
caring and supportive.”
The men followed with their scrim
mage, as well as a three-point shoot-out
and dunk competition. The basketball
teams weren ’ t the only performers. The
night also featured the Griffin Girls, the
cheerleaders, and twirler Ann Marie
Smith.
After the games, people flocked to
the upper level of the Dunham Student
Activity Center for a dance. A larger
than expected crowd filled the Caf as
everyone partied and danced until after
one in the morning to a live DJ. “This
was the largest crowd we’ve ever had at
the dance before,” says McKinney. “It
was nice to see such a great turn out.”
“Late Night with Lee McKinney”
has been successful for the eleventh
consecutive year. It is one of those
nights that people look forward to each
year, even though it was held on Friday
the 13th this year.
“There was no bad luck,” added
McKinney with a smile. “It may have
been the most successful Late Night to
date.”

eral rulers, innumerable school books,
an old white hat, and an encyclopedia.
A silent drama was unfolded in one
locker where a knife was found along
side of “The Science of Life.”
In lockers selected at random the
following items, in our estimation, are
worthy of publication: two paper drink
ing cups, crepe paper, a roll of maga
zines from Australia, two bids to the
Prom, knitting, three china cats, sun
glasses, umbrellas, a suitcase, a pair of
scissors, two broken dolls, a kite tail, a
bottle of cough syrup, nail polish, a
Parkmoor check (20 cents on
somebody ’ s conscience), riding boots,
a red feather, house plans, a jar of
grape jelly, half a dozen oranges, and
a towel from the Statler.
Mirrors were protruding from about
every eighth door in “locker row”, but
the owners in most cases had locked
their precious possessions in. This
little act caused many an exclamation
of anger on the past of the “would-be
vain.”
It was the sight of so many coats
outside the lockers that prompted this
investigation. We are now convinced
that the reason is that there is no room
for them inside. In addition, we are
satisfied that this little lesson in rela
tivity of matter to space would cause
even Einstein to sing, “I Believe in
Miracles.”

Dr. Peter Phillips brings
“Project Censored” to campus
by Missy Peacock
Managing Editor
Living in a first world country dur
ing the information age should guaran
tee that American citizens could turn on
their TV or open a newspaper and re
ceive the most up-to-date and factual
information about our world available.
Unfortunately, this is not always the
case.
On November 9, the Student Gov
ernment Association (SGA) brought Dr.
Peter Phillips to campus to discuss the
issue of censorship. Phillips’ presenta
tion, Project Censored, is based upon 22
years of research. Project Censored is
actually a national project based out of
Sonoma State University and has 150
students, faculty, and experts from vari
ous professions as committee members.
This committee annually searches for
news stories that our media sources like
NBC, the St. Louis Post Dispatch, CNN,
and KMOX have failed to cover. After
they find stories that have not received
proper coverage, the committee investi
gates why.
Project Censored often finds that a
story is not covered, because its subject
matter challenges the powerful corpora
tions who control the media. Today,

only 11 major news corporations exist,
which are all closely connected with
powerful companies. This number is
down from the 20 in 1988 and 50 in
1978. In addition, these 11 enterprises
interlock with each other 37 times. For
instance, a member of the board of di
rectors at General Electric sits on the
board of directors for the Washington
Post. How many negative articles does
the Post write a year about GE? The
answer is not many. The Washington
Post and many other news sources
around the nation do not want to offend
their big advertisers. Likewise, these
major news corporations usually hold
positions in all areas of the mass media.
They often own several news stations,
newspapers, radio stations, and even
Internet services. In the end, what the
powerful want to see reported is cov
ered, and the rest is quietly pushed to the
side.
Phillips believes that many news or
ganizations are more concerned with
making money and selling advertise
ments than reporting the news. Writer

See Project Censored page 3
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News
HES students and faculty participate in dietetics conference
by Kimberly Parsons
Staff Writer
The members of SHESA (Student
Human Environmental Sciences Asso
ciation) recently attended the annual
meeting of the American Dietetics As
sociation held October 19 through 22 in
Kansas City, MO. This was the first
time in seven years that members were
able to participate in this meeting.
“As a student, to go and talk to dieti
cians about where they work was fasci
nating,” said senior Susan Buckley,
president of SHESA.
Buckley, along with 14 other seniors
and one junior, had to pay $135 each to
go. That did not include transportation,
room and board, or food. Some were
able to attend the meeting for free as
long as they worked while they were
there. Most, however, had to pay their

own way.
“I shared a room with two other
women to cut down on the cost,” said
Buckley.
For the students who attended, it was
a great learning experience. They were
able to listen to speakers talk about
subjects that students were researching
for their seminar projects.
Cheryl Houston, M.S., R.D., direc
tor of the didactic program in dietetics
said, “The speakers made the students
feel that their research was important,
and that it made a difference.”
The students were also able to meet
a lot of future employers and internship
directors, such as food distributors and
hospital representatives, in an informal
place. This allowed them to make im

portant decisions about their future
places of work.
Jaimette McCulley, M.S., R.D.,
CNSD, L.D., also attended the meeting.
She was selected to do a poster session
on research, which she had presented at
Barnes-Jewish Hospital while she
worked there. McCulley’s topic was
finding a way to keep weight on patients
that have gynecological cancer during
their chemotherapy treatments.
At every meeting, Ross Laboratories
sponsors a free concert. This year, the
Four Tops performed.
“Everyone was dancing in the aisles
and on stage,” said Houston, “Their
music is timeless.”
There were also well known person
alities that attended. Houston attended

one workshop that was led by Denise
Austin.
“She made everyone get up and ex
ercise, whether they wanted to or not,”
said Houston. “It was a welcomed break
at 4 p.m. because it wasn’t the same old
stuff.”
The students were all glad that they
had a chance to go. Many would not
have been able to experience this if it
had not been so close, because they
couldn’t afford to pay for airline tickets
on top of everything else.
Buckley said, “ It was nice to get my
feet wet on this one as a student, because
when I go next time, as a professional,
I’ll know how it works.”

Sr. Rosemary Connell speaks on GA School of Americas
by Jaime Elgin
News Editor
The U.S. Government operates the
School of the Americas in Fort Benning,
Georgia, with your tax dollars, where
Latin American soldiers are trained to
torture and assassinate. This school has
been in operation in Georgia since 1963,
and people have been fighting for its
doors to shut ever since. This school has
produced 55 to 59 thousand graduates,
inlcuding Manuel Noriega and those
who massacred Archbishop Romero.
The major premise this school exists on
is that many are unaware of its motives.
Sister Rosemary Connell, CSJ, So

cial Justice Coordinator of St. Louis,
came to the College on November 11 to
bring this issue to the attention of the
students. This was a Critical Issues
Presentation sponsored by Campus Min
istry. Sr. Rita, a Sister of St. Joseph in
Saint Paul, Minnesota, just completed
her si x-month sentence for crossing onto
the property of the school at a demon
stration in Fort Benning. The second
weekend in November will begin an
other demonstration for the same cause.
Sister Rosemary’s main purpose in
speaking was to inform. She gave some
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‘ Thanks to you. all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the

B paper, plastic, metal and glass that

B you've been recycling.
But to keep recycling working to
K help protect the environment, you

E need to buy those products.

BUY RECYCLED

AND SAVE.
I

So look for products made from

I recycled materials, and buy them. It

I would mean the world to all of us.
3 To receive a free brochure, write
| Buy Recycled. Environmental Defense
H Fund. 257 Park Ave. South. New York,
h NY 10010. or call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
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YKZ teeters
for local tots
by Christina Kenawell
Staff Writer
Psi Kappa Zeta, theCollege’sonly
co-ed fraternity, held its 7th Annual
Teeter Tot from noon on Friday, No
vember 6th until Saturday, Novem
ber 7th. The event was held in the
Alumni Caf, and proceeds will go to
benefit Cardinal Glennon’s Children
Hospital here in St. Louis. While the
actual event lasted only 24 hours,
YKZ will continue to collect funds
through the end of the semester.
Volunteer work was done at the hos
pital in the spring semester to help
prepare for the event. During the 24
hours, members of the College com
munity could make a donation of
any size to ride the teeter tots, and
fraternity members kept teeter tots
going for the remainder of the time.
Donations could also be made by
sponsoring one of the pledges or
activities of the fraternity. The tee
ter tots were donated to the fraternity
in 1992. Maintenance was called
ohce for emergency repairs, and YKZ
estimates that they need to give the
teeter tots a facelift before next fall.

history of the United States’ involve
ment with Latin America, and how it
accumulated into the situation that cur
rently exists. The school contends that
it is not a threat, because the massacres
came out of Communism, which no
longerexists. However, others disagree
and claim that mutilation and other de
structive techniques are still taught.
These arguments construct the main dis
pute.
When soldiers from the school killed
Archbishop Romero, the Catholic
Church got involved. The school was
killing those trying to aid the poor, who
were also rebelling against the oppres
sive government. “They were not on the
side of armed rebellion, but certainly on
the side of the poor,” said Sr. Rosemary.
Later, the United Nations published
the Declaration of Human Rights, which
stated that “government should protect
human rights.” This was an argument
for the closing of the school. Another
claim by those against the school was
that the government should not use tax
dollars to run a military regime that
operates by massacre and mutilation.

Those in favor of keeping the School
of the Americas (SOA) running claim
that a few bad graduates does not mean
that every graduate is evil. Those proSOA also contend that these soldiers are
working under the same regime as the
U.S. armed forces to prepare for life in
their own countries.
After Sr. Rosemary spoke of the ar
guments for and against the SOA, she
showed a short film narrated by Susan
Sarandon. This film highlighted Sr.
Rosemary’s main points in her speech
and gave startling statistics of the mas
sacres she spoke of earlier. For ex
ample, two out the three soldiers re
sponsible for Archbishop Romero’s
death were graduates. Also, 19 of the 20
responsible for killing six missionaries
helping the poor, were graduates.
This issue has been up for vote in
Congress in the past; in 1993, the SOA
was abated by Congress. Congressman
Kennedy was one of those defending the
school’s closure, but the move to close
the School was denied. Many feel that

See SOA page 7
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News
NSSLHA sponsors walk-a-thon for pediatric AIDS
by Christy Callanan
Staff Writer
Helium balloons bobbed in the wind
and music from 105.7-the Point filled
the air as participants registered for the
walk-a-thon November 8. The event,
sponsored by the College’s chapter of
the National Student Speech, Language,
and Hearing Association (NSSLHA),
raised money for Pediatric AIDS.
The national president chooses an
organization each year that NSSLHA
will benefit. Fundraisers for 1998-99
assist children who were born with
AIDS, developed AIDS from blood
transfusions, or from complications at
birth.

A group of about 25 students, fac
ulty, and family members left the rear
parking lot at the College at noon and
headed in the direction of Forest Park.
They could complete the 1.5,3, or 4.5mile route depending on their fitness
ability. The majority of walkers se
lected the longest path.
Lisa Pezzani, a sophomore at the
College, organized the walk. She is
treasurer of the NSSLHA chapter on
campus. Pezzani said, “It was a perfect
day to be outdoors. The day started out
cool and rainy, but cleared up and got
warmer just as the walkers set off. Ev

eryone seemed to enjoy the scenery of
fall.”
Water bottles were donated and given
to all participants as well as salad and
chicken wings from Helen Fitzgerald’s.
Gargoyle Lounge, a St. Louis cover
band, provided the entertainment for
those who decided to mingle and check
out the refreshments once the walk was
completed. They played many favorite
tunes from the 60’s through the 90’s,
“Brown Eyed Girl” being one of the most
popular. A few people used what was
left of their energy to dance to the rhythm
of the band.

Attendance prizes were awarded at
this time. Everyone that participated
left with a gift from St. Louis Tan Com
pany or from 105.7 - the Point, such as
CD’s, movie tickets, or tanning passes.
Pizzani said, “I was especially grate
ful for all the help the Student Govern
ment gave me with publicity. They
made some great suggestions, posters,
and a banner. They really helped get the
word out.”
Over $800 was raised for Pediatric
AIDS from the walk.

Campus Ministry sponors youth retreat on campus
by Christina Kenawell
Staff Writer
On November 15 campus ministry
presented its annual youth retreat, which
was held in the Dunham Student Activ
ity Center and co-sponsored by The
Catholic Knights of America.
This
year’s theme was ‘Thank God!’ There
were twenty youth who participated in
the retreat, and over fifty people at
tended the family Mass. The youth
came from various parishes, and the
average age of the participants was
twelve. This is the second-year this kind
of retreat has been held on the College’s
campus.
Youth began by decorating their own
name tags and playing some ice breaker
games. They were then asked to look at
pictures of children from third world
countries and think of what those chil
dren would be thankful for, an activity
which helped the youth think of what
they ought to be thankful for.
Participants then let off some steam
with toilet paper relays, and broke for
lunch. At this time, some of the youth
took a brief tour of the College. When

they were asked what they liked best
about the campus, they agreed that the
Anheuser- Busch Track was the best
part.
Greg Robeson, Fontbonne Alumni

and Youth Minister for Assumption Par
ish, was the guest speaker for the after
noon. Robeson talked to kids on the
importance of being themselves, and how
to be thankful for who they are. “If you

photo by Christina Kenawell

Campus Ministry sponsored a youth retreat on November 15.

are trying to be someone else, and aren’t
being yourself, then you aren’t using
gifts that God gave you,” Greg said in
his presentation.
The youngsters talked about the seven
sacraments, and then took part in a ser
vice project for the Archdiocese of St.
Louis’s Department of Natural Family
Planning. The youth helped to assemble
photo albums with pictures and stories
of St. Louis couples, which will be dis
tributed to newly married couples. Ron
Winker, a volunteer minister with the
Department ofNatural Family Planning,
said, “The kids just got up and made an
assembly line. They did a fast and
accurate job. Their work will really help
the department.” Winker also felt that,
“service is an important part of any
retreat, and it helps show the kids that
there is more to the church than just
Mass on Sundays.”
After the project, participants played
frisbee ball in the gym, lead by Jennifer

See Retreat page 6

Project Censored continued from page 1
Neil Postman describes the American
society as, “the best entertained, yet least
informed society in the world.” Unfortu
nately, many of our top news sources
will give priority to another story about
Monica Lewinsky instead of the thou
sands of people dead in Honduras, be
cause the demographic target market will
like that better.
Project Censored puts out a list every
year called the “Top 10 Junkfood Sto
ries.”
This list includes national stories that
receive tremendous coverage but are of

little importance to the general public.
For instance, according to Phillips, the
Los Angeles Times ran 81 articles on
O.J. Simpson the year ofhis trial. Large
coverage on an event like the O.J. trial
will bring in readers, yet it has an op
portunity cost. While covering an event
like the trial mentioned or Monica
Lewinsky, the media does not cover the
important stories.
Censorship goes beyond simply not
getting the most informative news.
Phillips spoke of many instances where
journalists lose their careers over re
porting stories that challenge powerful

Classified Ads cost
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For more information call 889-4550
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corporations. He related an example
about two reporters from CNN, April
Oliver and Jack Smith. These two jour
nalists ran a CNN approved story, called
“Operation Tail wind,” detailing that dur
ing the Vietnam War, the U.S. used sarin
nerve gas in neutral Laos. Although at
that time it was still legal in the U.S., the
military was targeting American defec
tors. These reporters had testimony from
high-ranking officials in the military to
back them up. Yet, once the Pentagon
got wind of CNN running that story, they
became very angry. The Pentagon basi
cally told CNN that if they ran the story,
CNN’s network with the government
would be over. CNN folded, pulled the
story, and even though the station had
approved the story, they fired the report
ers. In a recent Project Censored news
letter, Oliver was asked about her recent
termination. She said, “I think the very
clear message here is ‘profits before
news’.”
Phillips claims that stories similar to
these are too common. The major news
corporations have tried to take control of

what is reported, and if someone steps
out of line, they are fired. Unfortu
nately, due to this fact, journalists are
now self-censoring themselves. They
are afraid of what might happen if they
report something negative about a com
pany, a government agency, or even a
person who has power. Phillips agreed,
“If you question the authorities of this
business, your career is on the line.”
Phillips is convinced that our society
should “build alternative options.” One
of Phillip’s suggestions is to read the
alternative press. An example of the
alternative press in St. Louis is the
Riverfront Times. He believes that large
corporations cannot influence the alter
native press as easily. Phillips also
suggests searching for Internet sources
as an alternative to the main stream
media. You can research Project Cen
sored on the Internet at http://
www.sonoma.edu/ProjectCensored/.
Also, Project Censored 1998’ s yearbook,
“Censored 1998: The News That Didn’t
Make The News” can be found in most
bookstores for $16.95.
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News
Harris gives Fritz gives small audience career options
out haircuts
by Jaime Elgin
News Editor

by Christy Callanan
Staff Writer
John Harris, a senior at the College,
gave haircuts in the Meadow to raise
money for the Bryan “Bubba” Kennedy
Memorial Scholarship Fund the after
noon of October 29.
Kennedy, while a junior at the Col
lege, died suddenly last December dur
ing basketball practice.
A scholarship fund has been estab
lished in Kennedy’s name, but before it
can be awarded, $ 10,000 must be raised.
Harris’ haircuts raised $400 for the schol
arship, leaving the fund only $2,000
short of the final goal.
Faculty, staff, and students waited
patiently to sit in Harris’ barber chair.
“They told me the length they wanted
their hair,” said Harris, who has experi
ence in the business. “I have about 5060 people I cut hair for regularly - men
and women." Harris even owns a barber
chair, which he was given by a friend’s
mom who is a beautician.
The cuts were $10, but many people
contributed above and beyond the set
price since the money went for a good
cause - even if they did not have time to
wait for a haircut.
Donations continue to be accepted
through Coach Lee McKinney. Checks
should be made payable to Fontbonne
College, in care of the Bryan Kennedy
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Once the full $10,000 is raised, the
next step will be to determine who shall
receive the Memorial Scholarship in
Kennedy’s name.

Roger Fritz, a planning and develop
ment consultant, came to the Lewis
Room to give a speech on career choices
to a small crowd on November 16.
Though the audience was few in num
ber, those who came were very willing
to cooperate in the interactive aspects of
his presentation.
Fritz founded his consulting practice
in 1986, and has since worked with
hundreds of executives, managers and
practicing professionals in many differ
ent career fields. Some current clients
include: Institute for Alternative Fu
tures, Monsanto Company, IMSA—a
division of Dun & Bradstreet, Profes
sional Services Marketing Association,
and the Bi-State Development Agency.
He came to the College to conduct an
interactive presentation that would in
vite the audience to take a closer look at
their future. “I think students tend to get
caught up in their school work and forget
to look at the bigger picture,” com
mented Susan Buckley, President of

Students of Human Environmental Ser
vices Association. “Students know their
education is important, but where are
they going after that?”
The noontime presentation opened
with an introduction from Buckley, then
Fritz began his speech, “Challenging
the Paradigm: A Vision of the Future,”
or, more simply, “Thinking About Work
and Careers.” He started by asking the
audience about the difference between a
job and a career. Together, he and the
crowd came to the basic conclusion that
a job paid the bills, while a career gave
personal satisfaction. However, Fritz
put a new spin on the traditional idea of
the career path, defining it as a step by
step process by using the ideas
of‘careers” and “jobs” to transform the
idea into a career pattern or portfolio,
and ultimately, a cluster of job choices.
“Instead of looking at the career path
as a string of positions over time, look at
the motivations at these times,” Fritz
said. “Not everyone has a definite path;

some people want different things out of
a career at different times in their life.
Whichever seems more attractive to you,
[the path or the portfolio] go for it.”
Fritz’s next issue was how to get
started in your career. Some areas high
lighted by the audience were finances,
fitting acareer into family life, and com
peting in the job market. “People get
hired when they are clear-minded and
well-informed.” Using this, he dispelled
the myth that one needs experience to
get hired and needs to get hired to have
experience. By being well informed, a
person can know exactly what kind of
job to go after and what to expect. Fritz
continually reminded the audience to
ask themselves why they are going into
whatever they are going into. “Get to
the root of the drive.”
He closed with a question and an
swer session, encouraging everyone to
find out what they wanted from the
career they have chosen.

“New Eugenics” wraps up race lecture series
by Sean Fales
Staff Writer
On November 24, in the Lewis Room
of the library, Dr. Garland Allen, Pro
fessor of Biology at Washington Uni
versity, lectured on the uses and mis
uses of eugenics.
Allen opened his lecture by speak
ing about the ways people can learn
from their mistakes. He explained how
examining history can help solve prob
lems. Beginning with a review of
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Hans Helbling, chairperson of the department of business administration,
receives a haircut from John Harris. All proceeds will go to the Bryan
‘ Bubba” Kennedy Memorial Scholarship Fund

Mendellian genetics, Allen pointed out
how the eugenics movement derived
simplistic ideas about heredity to apply
to social policy. Beginning first with
hereditary diseases, and notions of ani
mal pedigree and breeding, eugenists
came to believe that poverty was a ge
netically inherited condition. Allen
showed slides of elaborate family trees
that intended to substantiate, with
wrenched logic, how families could pass
on university teaching or occupancy at
the poor house genetically.
He began the topic of the eugenics
movement by reviewing the period in
America during the early 1930s, during
the great depression, when the United
States was a “melting pot.” People
started believing the immigrants that
were making their new homes in America
were inferior as compared to foreigners
that stayed home in their countries of
origin. Their theory was that these im
migrants were not successful at home,
because they had damaged genes. Genes
were believed to be determining factors
in health, social status, and intelligence.
Many people of western Europeanor particularly Anglo-Saxon-descent
thought the genetic probles of immi
grants to be a severe problem that would
create high costs and raise taxes as well
as threaten their “racial health.” Eugeni
cal sterilization laws were put into effect
by the individual states to stop the repro
duction of the “genetically inferior.”
People who were judged by these states
to be defective-feeble-minded, idiotic,
insane, epileptic, or morally degenerate,
were to be sterilized. By 1935 about
21,500 people were sterilized. By 1960
the number of state-ordered steriliza
tions totalled over 60,000. Most of these
laws were repealed after World War II.
In addition to America’s fear of dam
aged genes, another extreme move to
ward eugenical thought was taking place
in Germany.
American eugenists had been envi

ous of what the Nazis had accomplished
with their movement. In America only
certain states held Eugenical Steriliza
tion laws, whereas Germany’s laws af
fected the whole country. In 1933 Ger
many had decided they wanted racial
purity, so they forced into effect Race
Hygiene laws. They claimed these laws
would protect the hereditary future of
the nation.
Similar to the American movement,
the Nazi’s movement was fueled by
argument about economics. An example
that Allen gave was a German illustra
tion showing the cost of education. The
cost of education for a child up to the age
of twelve varied. A normal child would
cost 25 marks, a child that needed spe
cial education would cost 573 marks,
and children with mental defects, blind
ness, and serious inborn problems would
cost 950 marks. The Germans sterilized
over 600,000 people for what they
thought would better their race and save
money. In 1940, they would begin the
process of murdering disabled people.
Americans believed big business
methods such as the assembly line would
be efficient when applied to society.
Allen concluded his lecture with the
idea of the present. He explained how
over history, America as a country has
changed. In the 1960s there had been a
great interest in environment as a deter
mining factor in human behavior. Cur
rently there is great emphasis—and re
search expenditure—on genetic science
to the exclusion of a study of environ
ment. For this reason, despite the absur
dity of ideas in eugenics, they are re
surfacing in such books as The Bell
Curve.

Now you can e-mail
the Fontbanner at:
fontbanr@fontbonne.edu
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News
Hypnotist Winters puts College under a spell Donations
will save lives

by Dan Stiffler
Features Editor

A panel of thirteen students and one
member of the staff slept through their
lunch hour on Wednesday November 4,
much to the delight of the entire college
community. Not only was the panel
asleep, they traveled across the United
States in an airplane, visited animals at
a petting zoo, and participated in adance
contest in the Caf.
Before a mesmerized, standing room
only crowd, hypnotist Frederick Win
ters entertained the College by hypno
tizing a handful of students and staff in
the Caf. Some of the student volunteers
for the demonstration included senior
Clancy Moore, and freshmen, Camille
Jones, Sara Wojicki, Dan Pass, and Jenny
Lambert. Keith Quigley, assistant di
rector of admission and head coach of
the women’s basketball team, also vol
unteered to be hypnotized by Winters.
Winters began the performance by
explaining the background of hypnosis,
and his plan for the afternoon. Once
Winters seated the volunteers, he placed

a lamp in front of them as a focal point,
while they concentrated on his voice.
As the panel of volunteers “went un
der,” they began slouching in their chairs,
a sight that aroused the audience.
Highlights of the show included panel
members on a fishing trip, visiting the
Statue of Liberty, petting audience mem
bers at the petting zoo, telling Santa
Claus what they wanted for Christmas,
and forgetting their names.
Quigley stole the show, and quickly
became the audience’s favorite. While
lying on the floor playing with imagi
nary trains that Santa Claus brought
him, Quigley transformed into another
volunteer’s gift, a pony. He paraded
around the Caf’, allowing other
hypnotics to pet him until the command
was given by winters. Quigley also
performed a cartwheel, which led into
the moonwalk during the dance contest
portion of the demonstration.
Winters certainly likes his work, and
judging by the audience participation at

the College, many people enjoy his per
formances. Freshman Chandra Kapper,
a member of the audience said, “I thought
it was hilarious. I have never laughed so
hard in my life. I never really believed
in hypnosis, but after watching the show,
I was amazed.”
Even those who were hypnotized
seemed to enjoy the show. Pass stated,
“I remember bits and pieces of the per
formance. I can’t believe some of the
things he had us doing. It was a great
time, I would definitely do it again.”
Winters, and his hypnotic show, has
become a favorite at the College. For
the fourth year in a row, Winters has
entertained a full house at the College.
These performances are nothing new
for him though. Winters said, “I travel
quite a bit. From the month of August
through October, I usually have only
three days off each month. I usually
perform at colleges during this time, but
have many shows at clubs. I think I have
one of the greatest jobs around.”

Cultural Diversity Week features the many
ethnic groups that form our student body
by Sean Fales
Staff Writer
November 13 started Cultural Di
versity Week, where students came to
gether tocelebrate the many ethnic back
grounds that form our student body.
Our College is proud to have so many
students, not only from all over the coun
try, but from all over the world. Cultural
Diversity Week was organized by the
Community Service Chair of the Stu
dent Government Association, Jennifer
Chapman. The week consisted of three
main days, each holding different ac
tivities which provided entertainment
and learning of many cultural back
grounds.
Friday, November 13, a traders’
market was scheduled for many area
clay ton shops to sell different items rang
ing from food to clothing. Unfortu
nately, the traders’ market was cancelled
for the day due to unfavorable circum
stances.
Monday, November 16, during the
afternoon, students could attend “A Look
At Moscow,” a discussion on the hap
penings of Russia with some of the
College’s travelers. In the evening,
“Monday Night At The Movies” fea
tured a screening of The Postman (Il
Postino). This Italian movie told the
story of a man who falls in love with the
island’s most beautiful woman. Lack
ing the words to describe his feelings for
her, he comes across a poet who gives
him the words to win over his love.
Tufcsday, November 17, included the
culturally enriching activity, “Cultural
Poker.” This was a game where many
ethnic questions were asked in exchange
for playing cards. The hands were then
dropped off at Student Development,
where the winning hand was found. The
three best hands won cash prizes of $50,
$25, and$15. Jennifer Chapman the
“Cultural Celebration Week,” sponsor
was lucky enough to take first prize.
Later that evening was the final ac

tivity, “Cultural Celebration Night,”
which wrapped up the three days’ events.
A variety of entertainment was offered
for everyone to enjoy.
Demico Lockett read poetry called
“Slavery.” Otsetswe Bogosibokae,
Orometswe Maotonya, Mike Neu, Eric
Stevens, and Letsomo La Tshipa danced
and played South African rhythms.
These celebration dances included
“Thanksgiving,” “After Harvest,” “Cul
tural Initiation Ceremonies,” “Wed
dings,” and “Spiritual Rituals.”
Moira Dorsey displayed her talents
with fancy Irish dancing, followed by
songs from Botswana sung by Tebo
Dambe, Thapelo Mabote, Thato

Manyothwane,Orometswe
Maotwanyane, Esther Moanei, Thari
Mokgatlhane, KaboPhirinyane, Cynthia
Seitshiro, Olebeng Setshwaelo, Tiny
Thagame, and Kealeboga Tlhabiwe.
The evening was not complete with
out the “Finger Food Feast,” catered by
our own cafeteria, which included food
from all over the world.
Of the event, Chapman said, “I think
Cultural Celebration Week will only get
larger. The strong support this year
made all the hard work well worth it.
Our school is very proud of our cultural
diversity and takes pride in the efforts
taken to make everyone welcome.”

photo by Laurie Sitzes

from left to right:: "Portrait of Self 10" by Benjamin J. Shamback, "Keep Smile" by
Chen-Yao Wu, "Sin and Punishment" by Chin-Ta Lin, and "World of Color" by
Michael Garrah. These and other pieces of art are now being featured in the library
gallery as part of the MA thesis exhibit.
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by Sean Fales
Staff Writer
The second blood drive of the year
on Monday, November 16, brought
in a significant amount ofblood, even
though it still fell short of its goal.
Community Service Chair of S.G.A.,
Jennifer Chapman, organized this se
mester’s blood drive. While there
was a fair amount of participation
from faculty, staff, and students,
Chapman sawroom for improvement.
All of the blood will be given to
the children at St John ’ s Mercy Medi cal Center. For every participant in
the blood drive, a teddy bear will be
donated to a sick child at St John’s,
which will certainly make his or her
stay more comforting.
43 people stopped in the gymna
sium to donate blood, but only 31
were given the okay from the Red
Cross to be donors.
Among thecaring people who tried
to give blood but could not was S.G.A.
President Missy Peacock. Peacock
just had surgery on a dislocated finger
sustained during the soccer season,
and Red Cross regulations would not
allow her to give. Hie head women’s
basketball coach, Keith Quigley, Grif
fin Girls sponsor, Kathy Barnes, and
mailroom supervisor, Margaret
Wheeler, were big standouts.
S.G.A. plans to give $50 to the
student organization who had the most
members show up to donate blood.
After all the counts were in, the Am
bassadors were the greatest partici
pating organization on campus.
Chapman said, “Spreading the
news of a blood drive on bulletin
boards does not reach enough people
alone. In fact, most of the people who
attended were asked to come and par
ticipate face to face. Overall atten
dance was short of my goal by about
19 units, but I still feel we were suc
cessful. Any amount of blood do
nated is beneficial, and the Red Cross
let us know we were appreciated.”

The
Fontbanner
could use a
few good
writers.
Interested?
Stop by FA 206
or call 8894550.
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Library explains delay in computerized card catalog
Dear Editor,
In her opinion column entitled “Library needs computerized card catalog,”
Jaime Elgin discusses our library’s lack of an automated system. From 1993
through 1996, Fontbonne Library had an OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog)
with three terminals that were located near the printed card catalog. This AS/400
Library Module system was not particularly user-friendly, but it served its basic
purpose until it was phased out by IBM.
Eventually, the college managed to secure grants for improved technology in
the library. Some of this money was spent to establish our new Internet lab. The
library staff also did research about various venders of computerized circulation
and catalog systems. Last January, we were prepared to sign a contract with one
vender who promised that our catalog/circulation system could be online in three
months.
However, then the State of Missouri announced that it had set up funding for a
consortium of academic libraries called MOBIUS. This MOBIUS project would
develop a common platform for library automation in Missouri. Fontbonne college
decided that joining MOBIUS would be a positive step for our college, so our
library did not sign a contract with the automation vender.
Unfortunately, the MOBIUS project is proceeding slowly, and we do not know
when MOBIUS will provide us with a computerized card catalog and circulation
system. If the MOBIUS project does not begin to make faster progress, our library
could withdraw from it and pay a private company to automate our catalog and
circulation. Then, in some future year, we could link our system to the MOBIUS
system used by the other academic libraries.
While we are waiting for a computerized catalog, students can use the WorldCat
database which is available through the Internet on FirstSearch. Most college
libraries (including Fontbonne) and the larger public libraries have their book
collection records stored on WorldCat. If you stop by our library, a staff member
will be happy to explain more details about using WorldCat.
Everyone in the Fontbonne community (especially the librarians) are looking
forward to having a computerized catalog and circulation. Someday students will
no longer have to print their names and phone numbers on cards when they check
out books. Let’s hope that day is not too far away.
The Librarians of Fontbonne College

Student concerned about campus break time
Dear Editor,
As a student leader I am very concerned over the faculty’s movement to change
the campus break time.
It’s a proven fact that students need both a mix of extra curricular activities and
classroom experiences to receive a balanced education. If we move the break time,
shorten it, or even eliminate it, we will also reduce the chances for our students to
receive the balanced education they pay for.
I’d like to stress the phrase, “they pay for.” Every full time student’s tuition is
$10,650 a year. This figure does not include room and board. One of the reasons
I chose to attend Fontbonne was the tremendous opportunities the campus offered
for involvement.
If we switch our campus focus and encourage students to go to class and then
leave campus for other activities, what separates us from a community college?
Why would any perspective student pay $ 10,650 a year in tuition to get the same
opportunities they would receive at a 2 year junior college?
Why should we change or eliminate the break time and punish the students who
take active roles in the success of their own education? I refuse to recommend
Fontbonne to any perspective student if we regress to a system that pushes student
activities to the side simply out of convenience.
I hope that the student community realizes what’s at stake here. Do you value
Springfest, eating lunch, mass, participating in student organizations, or even
catching a breath between classes? Until the students come together and show that
they do indeed value this time, the faculty will have the power to take it away. The
bottom line is that students need to start participating, or soon we won’t have
anything left to participate in.
Sincerely,
Missy Peacock
President, Student Government Association

Retreat continued from page 3
Kenawell of campus ministry.
Mass was held at 7:00 p.m. in the
Doerr Chapel as part of the regularly
scheduled worship service. Megan
Golonka, campus ministry spirituality
chair, and Sr. Ruth Yates, director of
campus ministry, helped the children
plan the music for the service. Golonka
stated, “It was fun to work with the
children. They were very anxious to
help out, although they weren’t always
on pitch.” Other members of the Col
lege community played musical instru
ments for the Mass.
Those who were not musically in

clined got a close up look at the church.
Cecilia, one of the participants, had never
seen a tabernacle before. She said, “I
didn’t know they (the chapel) had such
cool stuff.” Other youth were respon
sible for the reading and the petitions.
The Mass was open to the College com
munity, the retreat participants, and their
families. Volunteers and families were
then rewarded with a reception in the
Alumni Caf with food and beverages
donated by The Catholic Knights of
America. Both organizations felt that
the retreat went well, and hope that they
will be able to work together to host one
next year.

Security says parking
tickets are biggest offense
by Kimberly Parsons
Staff Writer
During the fall season, days grow
cooler, night comes faster, and the threat
for crime becomes greater. Security is a
big issue that concerns everyone. The
memory of crimes that have happened
on college campuses over the past couple
of years, mainly theft and rape, are fresh
in the minds of many. Some people
might wonder just how safe our College
is.
Freshman Jaime Stinson said, “Usu
ally I feel safe, but at night I’m more
cautious.”
So far this year, the College has not
had any major problems. The main
offense has been the 416 parking tickets
and warnings that have been issued since
August. Tickets are mostly issued be
cause students, faculty, and visitors ei
ther do not park in the right place or do
not have a parking tag on their car.
“Cars without tags are our greatest
headaches,” said head of security, Rob
ert E. Kraenchi, CPP.
Sometimes, if the security officers
cannot identify the owner of a vehicle,
they will wheel lock it. This means that
they block the wheels so that the vehicle
cannot be removed until the owner talks
to security. If a second offense occurs,
they will have it towed.
The security team is most concerned
with unlocked and propped open doors
that they have found. So far, there have
been 80 doors found either unlocked or
propped open on the campus.
“It is a serious problem. It can lead
to theft, vandalism, and more,” said
Kraenchi.
Some students, however, are more

troubled about the lighting both on cam
pus and the streets surrounding it. They
are worried that it’s not enough to keep
a crime from happening.
Freshman Benetta Hochstatter said,
“The biggest problem I have with secu
rity is inadequate lighting on Wydown
at night. I don’t feel as safe as I do
during the day, because at night, the
streetlights are yellow, dim, and make it
hard to see. An increase of security
guards at night would make me feel
more secure. I always see the guards at
least once during the day,” said
Hochstatter.
Security does have some services
that are offered to students, faculty, and
staff to make them feel a bit more safe.
They will escort a person to his car,
jump-start a dead battery, unlock a ve
hicle, loan a gas can to get fuel. They
will also provide Operation I-dent, an
air compressor for low tires, bicycle
registration, riding safety tips, or call a
wrecker or mechanic if needed.
The security team also advises against
carrying or flashing large amounts of
case, and storing valuables in your car.
Report suspicious people, activities, and
unsafe conditions, such as broken win
dows, right away. Mark and inventory
all your belongings, and keep valuables
out of sight. Don’t forget to lock all
doors, and never hide the keys or prop
open doors.
If you have any questions about the
services offered, contact the public safety
department at extension 4596, or visit
Mr. Robert Kraenchi in the Fine Arts
Building.

photo by Laurie Sitzes

Security warns against keeping vehicles unlocked or doors propped open.

Z Cherokee Antique Row’s 12th Annual
I Christmas Spree:
ZDecember 5 and 6, 1998 from 10 am to 5 pm
; Carriage Rides with Santa, Carolers, Food,
■and Fun...
■ Sponsored by 7UP and KEZX Soft Rock 102.5
ZFor more information call: 664-7444

Z
Z
;

■
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Opinion
Laurie’s simple two-step method to successful dancing

by Laurie Sitzes

”

Columnist
I’ve never been much of a dancer,
unless you want to count all the times
that I danced privately to my overworked
and underpaid stereo. I just can’t seem
to get past the idea that everyone ’ s watch
ing when you’re out in public dancing.
They stare at you like you’re a shirt that
has not only been starched, but has been
starched until the world’s supply of starch
depleted so much that starch prices
started to climb and the economy started
to collapse. My dancing at home and in
public is so different that I sometimes
wonder if I have multiple personalities.
The good dancer-the bad dancer. People
would never believe that a person like
me can actually dance, so why not tell
them I can’t dance, which gives me an
automatic excuse to sit out. Besides,
they might wonder what kind of dances
I do in private. Andifyoudidn’twonder before, you do now.
I recently took the liberty of creating
a new dance for those of us who can’t.
Everyone knows the old dances like the
mashed potato, the tootsie roll, the
moonwalk, etc. Even if you can’t do
these well, you can do them for gosh
sakes. So try this one:

The Michael Jackson/Jackie Chan.
What do you think? A combination of
these two moves creates the newest,
hippest dance this side of the waltz.
Speaking of the waltz, why don ’ t Mickey
and Minnie Mouse ever do the waltz?
After all, the dance was created by the
exact same man that created them. Waltz
Disney.
By the way, have you ever heard of
the Cyndi Lauper bounce? Probably
not, because I just invented it. It is also
interchangeably called the Tigger (as in
Winnie the Pooh) bounce. Ever heard of
it? I didn’t think so. Ijust invented that
too. If all else fails, remember to dance
around like a hyper 13 year-old or an
adrenalized tiger.
I have a friend who is a terrific dancer,
and she told me that her trick was to “sit
around during the summer and watch
the Juke Box for hours, and dance ‘till
you fall over.” I don’t know about you,
but I can’t seem to find that much free
time. I always have something else to
do, like washing my sidewalk with a
toothbrush. Okay, I know you’re about
to beat down the Fontbanner door look
ing for me, ready to defend the Juke Box,

but I mean no harm in what I have said.
Heck, I’ve watched it myself and I’ve
even danced to it. I just think there has
to be some other way to loosen up and
dance in public. And guess what... just
for all of you Fontbonners that have
trouble dancing, I think I have discov
ered a new method to becoming the next
“dancing machine.”
This method can be broken down
into two parts:
1. Spend time dancing in private. It
is an important step even though it
doesn’t work by itself. You can either
do this to some television station that
plays music videos, or just simply to
music, if you have watched enough
dancing in your lifetime. Like me.
2. Teach someone else to dance
while in public before you are capable of
doing it yourself.
As crazy as this sounds, it works. My
brother is always compfaining that he
doesn’t know how to dance. He’s al
ways begging me to teach him, so I
started him off with slow dancing, just
in time for his homecoming. Slow danc
ing is one thing I am capable of. Then

Quoteline
If you could change one thing on this campus, what
would it be, and why?

Dr. Jane Snyder
Kinkel Center
“1 think what we need
most are more full time
faculty members to
participate more in the
academic community. ”

Susan Jones
Comm. Disorders
Sophomore
"1 would develop a
better solution to the
parking problem. I
think the City of
Clayton and the College
need to realize the
value of the College’s
contributuions, and stop
creating a negative
image by not coping
with the problem.
Either create another
parking lot, or review
the areas of signs
posted to accommodate
the students. ”

Sachika Naito
Communications
Senior

Jason Betancourt
Art Education
Senior
"The dorms aren ’t
"Just one... the way that
really that great for
Fontbonne coordinates
living in. I would also putting out information
change the food in the pertaining to student
cafeteria. We also
activities, scheduling, and
need more
financial aid. I personally
maintenance people
quit smoking, but I don’t
for the computers in
see the point in not being
the library. ”
able to smoke in the
arcade which has no
enclosures."

compiled by Laurie Sitzes

I tried to give him some pointers on just
dancing in general. It didn’t work. So
he, my date, my friend, and I went out
dancing, and of course I complained
about going to the floor, and my brother
wouldn’t budge from his seat. Not too
much fun, right? Finally I dragged him
onto the floor and he moved a minute
amount and watched my oh-so-perfect
dancer friend, whose dancing talent I
want to rip from her and split between
my brother’s and my dancless selves.
Suddenly I was overcome with the urge
to help my brother become a better
dancer, even if it meant sacrificing my
own dignity. I let loose. I found the
rhythm. I moved my feet. I rolled my
body. It was a never ending sway of
movement, and I was darn proud. Sure
I still asked my friends if anyone was
staring at me, or if I looked like a total
lunatic, (they said “yes” of course) but I
kept going and that was all that mat
tered.
So remember, if you can’t dance find
someone el se who can ’ t dance and teach
them. It worked for me. My only
problem now is finding someone for my
brother to teach.

SOA continued from page 2
this was due to the CIA’s involvement
with the school and its desire to keep it
operational.
Another issue that Sr. Rosemary
brought up was the media. The question
is often asked as to why no one has heard
about the SOA. The media has chosen,
either accidentally or purposely, to ig
nore the issue. Channel 9 was set to air
a presentation on the SOA this past year,
but cancelled the program. Sr. Ruth
Yates, CSJ, Director of Campus Minis
try, called to find out why. Channel 9
claimed that the footage of the incidents
was too graphic, and the scenes may
disturb audiences. “I think people need
to be disturbed,” stated Sr. Ruth.
The College is doing its part to sup
port those going to the demonstration
this month. There is a portion of wall
dedicated to those praying and writing
letters on the first floor of Ryan Hall. If
you want to support those working to
close the School of Americas, contact
Campus Ministry or Sr. Ruth in Student
Development.

Fontbonne College’s
Literary Magazine
Chiasma
is accepting submissions
essays
plays

artwork

poetry

short stories

-send your submissions to
campus box #110
-for questions, information, oi
submission guidelines, contact
editor Michael Massey at
889-4666
or
chiasma98 @ hotmail.com
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OPINION
Students offer several ways to cope with holiday season
Battling the ‘holiday blues’
Surviving Christmas as a college student
by Rae Liening
Staff Writer
When was the last time you had the
holiday blues? If you are like me, the
answer is probably, “last year.” Every
year a great deal of Americans experi
ence a bit of depression during the
winter months. It is easy to blame our
awful mood swings on the weather, but
we all know the real answer goes be
yond bitter cold weather and sun-de
prived afternoons. It lies more in the
clogged roadways consisting of store
bound holiday shoppers and crowded
coffee houses that used to be low-key
but now are wall to wall people
whorefuse to budge an inch in your
respect.
It is having to leave ten minutes
earlier for work just to get there on
time. It is having to cram a semester’s
worth of knowledge into your noggin
for final exams. Year after year we
experience these similar holiday frus
trations, and it is a familiar feeling of
anxiety caused by the hassle it becomes
just trying to get through, what used to
be, an average day.
Maybe you are one of the few people
whoare able to get through the holidays
without much grief, or maybe you sim
ply aren’t aware you are suffering from
this seasonal depression at all. Chances
are, if you’ve been feelirtg somewhat
fatigued, like you haven’t gotten enough
rest, or if you feel like you are unable to
sleep because there are just too many
things going through your mind about
school, work, family, vacation, or things
of that sort, you are expertizing a mild
case of the holiday blues. Better yet,
did you realize your eating habits and
even your sexual drive can be affected
by these bouts with depression? They

can, and they will. If you are lucky, the
symptoms may only last as long as a
week. But for some, the symptoms can
begin with anxiety as early as October
31 and go on until all the holiday hassle
has passed.
Have you ever thought to ask what
could be a solution to your holiday
blues? Ifyou are like most people, you
probably don’t give a lot of thought on
how to make it all better. You probably
just do what you have to do in order to
get through it. We do our cramming,
our shopping, our visiting, and we an
ticipate the new year so we can start the
process all overagain nextyear. Maybe
this year you can do something to make
a difference, something small that can
change the direction of your entire day,
or even your week. It is easy to walk
with your head to the heels of the
person in front of you in the mad
clammer of mall shopping. It is easy to
get frustrated about your favorite cof
fee house being crowded. Doctors say
to watch your diet, get enough rest,
donit set unrealistic goals, plan to see
family, friends and all that business.
But, really, the solution can be so
simple. Maybe you can take the time to
notice a smiling baby amongst the
crowd. Maybe you can make an ad
venture out of discovering a new, less
fxjpulated coffee house to spend your
time in during the holidays. It can’t
harm you to get to know a couple of
extra people and just maybe they are
dealing with similar issues. Make the
holidays a time for exploration, a time
to observe the madness rather than be
wrapped up in the middle of it. And
most importantly, do something good.

by Doug Lucas
Staff Writer
Once again the holiday season has
surprisingly appeared out of nowhere,
and everyone is set to rejoice in peace
and happiness. After all, that is what the
Christmas season is supposed to be all
about. However, for some strange rea
son, this time of year is notorious for
producing stress and nervous break
downs. This is especially true for col
lege students.
Having already experienced four
holiday seasons as a college student, I
consider myself very experienced with
this subject. Once in college, Christmas
is no longer as stress free and relaxing as
it was when you were opening up your
Barbies or Transformers under the tree.
All of a sudden, Christmas isn’t as cool
as it used to be. There are a couple of
simple explanations for this sudden de
cline in the Christmas spirit.
First things first, students have pri
orities to attend to. This means taking
care of business in the classroom and
expanding knowledge. The end of the
first semester falls right in the middle of
the holiday season. Students are always
under an enormous amount of pressure
and stress during the last couple of weeks
of the semester. If you are like me (and
hopefully you’re not), then this time is
spent trying to catch up on all the things
that have been put off until the last
minute. If you are not like me and are
current on homework, then it’s time to
start worrying about final papers, pre
sentations, and exams. Maybe it’s just
me, but I’m not very cheerful after study
ing for six hours and only managing a
C+ on the final. Oh yes, this time of year
is full of joy and happiness.
All right, the semester is finally over,
and now it is time to just kick back,
relax, and drink some eggnog next to the
fire. “The school was nice enough to
give us this little break before Christ
mas,” I think to myself every year. This

Letters to the editor can be
submitted to the mailroom, emailed to:
fontbanr@fontbonne.edu, or
phoned in at 889-4550.

From the North Pole
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You don i have to drive to Branson, Belleville, or Brentwood to enjoy Christmas
lights. In fact, you don't even have to drive at all. Just let yourfeet do the walking to
the second floor of the Fine Arts Building. For the second year in a row, Santa’s
helpers have slyly lit up the south end of the second floor with some holiday cheer.
Along with the lights, Christmas goodies can be found in baskets that surround a small,
but festive Christmas tree. Santa’s helpers invite everyone to stop by, enjoy the
goodies, and pause from the hectic pace that the end of the semester can bring.

is when it all hits me like Mark McGwire
pounding a fastball. It’s going to be
Christmas. People exchange gifts on
Christmas. Usually I have not bought
any gifts at this point, because I have
been so busy indulging in my academic
endeavors. Suddenly I am forced to
think of and purchase gifts for people,
but now it’s late and the malls are like
sanitariums.
The realization that I need to buy
Christmas gifts awakens me to another
problem that wasn’t as bad before this
time of year. I’m broke as a joke.
Everyone knows that college students
are usually a little low on the cash flow.
That is because school occupies a large
amount of time and energy, which makes
it hard to work a lot. My Mom says it’s
because college kidsdon’t know how to
spend wisely and save money, but I
prefer the time and energy excuse. There
is only one thing that can be done when
one has no money and it’s time to buy
gifts. Rob a bank. Just kidding, but that
solution may be necessary in order to
pay off huge credit card bills. The credit
card, or invisible plastic money, saves
the day and buys everybody gifts. Un
fortunately the bill has to be paid, and
this almost always causes pain and suf
fering over the next few months.
Christmas comes and goes, and I end
up with the same thing every year: un
derwear, socks, and a huge credit card
bill that I’ll worry about paying later.
Christmas is hard for the college stu
dent. School makes it difficult for stu
dents to enjoy the entire holiday season,
because during much of the preparation
for Christmas, they are busy trying to
save their report cards. This time con
sumption also directly causes a lack of
financial stability. However, school
does provide us with the best thing about
the holiday season: CHRISTMAS
BREAK!

$200-$500 weekly. Avg. $340;
Min. $200
Access Communications has 2
part-time telecommunications
positions available in Crestwood.
Start immediately. Call 849-9300.
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The unwritten “code of good manners in library usage”
Ebenreck
1934/1998
Fontbanner

by Sue
Special to the

On December 26, 1934, an article
appeared in The Font entitled “A Code
of Good Manners in Library Usage.” In
its inaugural paragraph it addressed the
Fontbonne students with the words, ‘To
our Fontbonne students, so delightful to
deal with in many ways, and so tantaliz
ing in some, the following recommen
dations are presented for consideration.”
In tribute toourcurrent librarians, whose
tasks at times can be thankless, I offer
some modification. Although the code
their predecessors laid down is a good
one, perhaps we can speculate upon
what they did not say in 1934. Thus, the
following account quotes the code and
adds what was perhaps left to the imagi
nation. Surely an educated Fontbonne
student would have been perceptive
enough to read between the lines.

What They Said:
1. The library doors are provided
with knobs for use, not ornament. Try to
make your mark in some other way than
by leaving your fingerprints on the glass.
What They Did Not Say:
1. You will be given glass cleaner to
clean up your nasty fingerprints should
you decide not to acquaint yourself with
the knobs, quickly.

What They Said:
2. The brass guards on the reserve
enclosure are adjusted to meet gentle
not rude treatment. Place your hand in
control, and do not allow the guards to
swing violently.
What They Did Not Say:
2. A distant relative of one of the
librarians is named Guido and often
times he assists the librarians with stub
born cases of rudeness. The brass about
his knuckles is not ornamental, so a wise
student will respect the brass guards.

What They Said:
3. Dictionaries, encyclopedias, and
similar works should be returned to the
shelf from which they were taken, not

left on the table.
What They Did Not Say:
3. If you insist on leaving dictionar
ies, encyclopedias, and similar works
on the table, we shall be forced to re
move the tables. Should an unwise
student then decide to remove a book
from the shelf and place it on the floor,
we shall be forced to remove the shelves.

What They Said:
4. Newspapers and magazines should
be returned to the proper rack. Maga
zines are not to be taken from the files.
Ask the librarian or her assistants for
them, and return them to the same.
What They Did Not Say:
4. The librarians and their assistants
are watching every motion your body
makes.

What They Said:
5. Newspapers, magazines, and
books are not to be defaced by scrib
bling or marking in any way. Give other
people credit for having sufficient intel
ligence to discern important points with
out your help.
What They Did Not Say:
5. Ifwe had chosen to open a kinder
garten library, we certainly would have
supplied it with coloring books and cray
ons.

What They Said:
8. Quiet is to be observed in the
reading room and the adjoining hall.
Students who wish to study together
may use the magazine room or the stack
room.
What They Did Not Say:
8. If your shoes squeak, remove
them; if your slip rustles, remove it; if
unladylike noises that originate from
your stomach begin to release them
selves, stifle them and remove your en
tire body from the reading room and
move directly to the stack room and out
the door.

What They Said:
9. There are at present ten thousand,
eight hundred and ninety-two volumes
in the library. These have been pur
chased largely, although not entirely, by
your fees. How much the library can be

expanded depends upon you. If books
are injured, defaced, lost, or so soiled
that no self-respecting person wishes to
handle them, they must be replaced
through the library fund. Every book so
replaced, means that some new one can
not be purchased.
What They Did Not Say:
9. As aforementioned in number two
of our code, Guido has a distant relative
that is a master of the numbers game.
Dominic, while gamefully employed
during the day at a leading CPA firm,
has been rumored to involve himself in
some selected nocturnal activities where
violations involving injury and theft are
concerned. Dominic has been given a
complete list of our library holdings and
should any of our volumes disappear or
be defaced, he will be immediately dis
patched to seek out justice.
“We hope for cooperation from you
on all these points.”

What They Said:
6. In preparing notes or papers, do
not place one open book upon another.
This injufes the binding.
What They Did Not Say:
6. We are quite sure that you shall
endeavor to use your creative talents to
build a stellar GPA instead of using our
cherished books as building blocks.

What They Said:
7. Chairs should be replaced in proper
position at the table. Discarded paper
should not be left on the table, but should
be put in the wastebasket.
What They Did Not Say:
7. Clean up all of your untidiness in

Griffin Girls reach goal
of making Dance Nationals
by Sean Fales
Staff Writer
This year’s Griffin Girls have made
great strides toward their goal by reach
ing Nationals in Orlando, Florida at Walt
Disney World on January 8. With the
majority being returning dancers, the
hardworking Griffin Girls are tasting
the benefits. Nationals consists of 41
teams composed of Division II and III
schools. A single taping of the dancers’
routine sent into a panel of judges was
the deciding factor that placed the Grif
fin Girls at 25 out of 41 teams.
The Griffin Girls bettered themselves
by attending a four day dance camp at
Southwest Missouri State University
over the summer. For most dance teams,
the summer is an off-season time to rest,
but the Griffin Girls met regularly
through out June, July, and August. The
beginning of September was the time to
buckle down on a single routine that
would hopefully advance them into
Nationals. Working out three days a

the library or we shall offer you instruc
tion in the fine art of trash removal all
over the campus.

Fontbonne’s library, as it looked in the 1930s, when it was located on the fourth floor of
Ryan Hall.

Fontbonne Snow Schedule
week for lengths no shorter than two
hour sessions, the Griffin Girls pieced
together a very successful routine.
After several weeks of anticipation,
on November 3, the Griffin Girls re
ceived word that they had been placed
all the way to the semi-final rounds.
Head instructer Amie Walker said,
“There is still a long way to go but we are
very confident we can do well at the
National Tournament. We plan to prac
tice three days a week through Christ
mas Break and every day starting a week
prior to the tournament.”
The team of ten plans to impress
judges with their clean technique, syn
chronized steps, difficult form, and sharp
uniforms, which were newly aquired
through the help of sponsor, Kathy
Barnes. The Griffin Girls have worked
very hard to achieve this recognition
and plan to advance into the final rounds.

MWF
Regular
Snow Schedule
8/8:30am
10- 10:40am
9/9:30am
10:50-11:30am
10/10:30am
11:40- 12:20pm
12pm
12:40-1:20pm
After this, classes starting at 1:30 or later
meet as usual

TTH
Regular
Snow Schedule
10-11am
8/8:30am
11:10-12:10am
10am
12pm
12:30- 1:30pm
1:30pm
1:40-2:50pm
After this, classes starting at 3:00 or later
meet as usual

Decisions for morning and Saturday classes will be made by 5:45 am,
decisions on evening classes will be made by 2:30pm

Anouncement of the snow schedule or cancellation of classes
will be made ONLY on: ABC TV, KMOVIV, KTVI, KSDK, SIU, Edwardsville,KMOX AM,WIL 92
FM.KXOK AM, MAJIC 108 FM

The college switchboard will carry a message announcing snow

I
I
|
i
:
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A Gritty Getting Out features strong performances
by Brooke Nunn
Staff Writer
Those who didn’t see Deanna Jent’s play shows a series of incidents where very difficult task of showing both the
production of Getting Out November Arlene tries to get rid of Bennie in order violent and vulnerable sides of a teen
19,20, and 21 st in the Fine Arts Theater, to start her new life. The most emotional who has been abused. In Arlie’s ongo
missed out. The play is a gritty look at scene comes when Bennie takes his in ing fights with the guards, Titus Pole
the 1 i fe of an abused teenager who spends terest too far, and tries to rape Arlene. and Stephen Jehle, she is a convincingly
years in prison. At the beginning of the Both Conway and Zimmerly do a won rebellious teen, then, suddenly, her Arlie
play one needs a few minutes to under derful job with the tension and drama of is coiled up in bed reading the Bible.
stand Marsha Norman’s dramatic tech this situation.
Getting Out shows perfectly how
nique of having past and present happen
Arlene’s mother, played by Kim many ex-inmates end up back on the
on the same stage. Two actresses per berly Brown-Jones, visits her daughter street doing the same things that got
form the lead character, one in her young soon after her release, but unfortunately them in jail. Arlene’s pimp pays a visit
years, who is called Arlie, and one in the for both of them the relationship isn’t to her new apartment to try and talk her
play’s present, who is trying to find a what either one would like. The two into making a trip to New York to do
new identity as Arlene.
bicker and never take the time to con some hooking. Carl sweet-talks, threat
Arlene, played by Angela Zimmerly, nect with each other. Brown-Jones does ens violence, and forcefully argues that
has lived a turbulent live and has to a great job portraying the bitter mom. she can’t get a job that pays as well as
overcome many hardships. Arlene— The scene ends in a heated fight that prostitution. Karl Berberich’sCarl man
who is cal led Ari ie i n her earl ier, troubled leaves Arlene’s mom racing out the door. ages to be at once slinky and wired,
years—has just been released from
During these scenes with Arlene, ready to lash out at any time. He is
prison and is trying to get her life in Arlie is on a raised portion of the stage, dressed beautifully in pimp attire and
order. Getting Out shows the difficulties acting out various situations from her carries off a great pimp accent. The role
ex-criminals have re-building their lives. past: fights with guards, wardens, and is almost humorous at times, but
Arlie, played by freshmen Julie even some few scenes of when her fa Berberich keeps it full of persuasive
Venegoni, is on stage with Arlene as ther abused her. Venegoni handled the menace. When Arlene is in the process
they simultaneously act out her past life
along with her present, conveying the
thoughts and emotions of the different
stages of Arlene’s life. Zimmerly and
Venegoni did a brilliant job making the
dual characters work and giving depth
to the realism of the show.
Some of the challenges Arlene faces
in the play include building relation
ships, trust, finding a job, and not revert
ing to her old ways. Most of these are
difficult for Arlene because of things
that happened to her either while she
was a child or in jail. While in jail as a
troubled teen Arlie acquires an admirer,
a guard named Bennie, played by Jim
Conway. Bennie has taken a special
interest in her, so much so that he retires
from his job to drive Arlie to her new
apartment when she is released. Once
Arlie is out of jail, she demands that
photo courtesy of Theatre Department
Bennie start calling her Arlene, and the Julie Venegoni, as Arlie, and Angela Zimmerly, as Arlene, in Getting Out.

of trying to get her life back in order, she
receives some advice and help from a
neighbor, Ruby. Although Arlene isn’t
at first open to her neighbor, Ruby stays
around to help. Erika Rae Papish’s por
trayal of Ruby emphasizes the strength
in the nurturing.
The play ends with Arlene showing
enough trust in Ruby to allow the possi
bility of becoming friends. Arlene rips
up Bennie’s number and throws it away.
Then Arlie enters the stage telling a
story about her childhood. The two si
multaneously finish the story with a
chuckle.
Getting Out was an intimate look at
a person trying to gain self-confidence,
build new relationships, learn from the
past, and create a better life,. Although
everyone who participated in Getting
Out gave great individual performances,
the whole production from direction to
sets (by Dennis Seyer) came together to
present the audience with a genuine
sense of the emotions of someone like
Arlene.
One final note, those emotions were
often expressed through profanity.
While the play ’ s strong language did not
offend me—I thought it served the real
ism— I wondered how it would be ap
preciated at a school founded by the
Sisters of Saint Joseph. Professor Jent
cleared the matter up in the program,
comparing Arlene’s world with the world
that the Sisters of St. Joseph left their
cloister in 1648 to serve. Jent explains
that she chose to direct this play here
because of the heritage of the sisters
who “never let a few bad words get in
the way of shedding light on those in
darkness.” Also in the spirit of the
Sisters, Jent chose to have Friday night’s
performance benefit “Let’s Start,” a
prisoner’s aid oganization.

Poet Jordan mixes elements of sacred and profane
by Linda Patton
Staff Writer
The cooling system of the library
had been shut down due to an early cold
spell, but on Thursday, the 29th of Octo
ber the temperature soared into the 70s.
Before the people gathered at 8:00 p.m.
to hear poet Barbara Jordan in the Lewis
Room , fans were placed in the aisles.
The door to stage left was opened for the
night breeze. There were no breezes,
but other noises intruded occasionally:
the footsteps on gravel—the car tires on
wet pavement—the frequent flyer over
Lambert. Overcoming all intrusions,
Jordan, author of Channel and Trace
Elements, Associate Professor of Cre
ative Writing at the University of Roch
ester , recited her poems from memory
with a gentle, passionate quality. Eyes
closed, she moved in time to the rhythms
her language created.
Jordan draws on a wide range of
subject matter for her poetry, and yet
there are core concerns and themes. She
examines different ways of knowing the
world—scientific and imaginative but
also profane and sacred—and finding
the views difficult to separate. She

carries out this examination often by
using an interesting mix of “elements.”
In her opening poem, entitled “Collect
ing the Elements,” from her first book,
Channel, excerpts from a medieval
magic text help to suggest possibilities
in outworn beliefs still desired. The
figure in the poem wanders a landscape,
in part a modem person describing what
is there, in part sensing something more,
even in a way “collecting” what might
be used for spells: “I make my hand a
spathe to cup the stones.. .1 tilt my chin
to sniff the air.../choosing this or that/
by instinct. The Saxon peasant tilling
fields mistook/ arrow-heads for snakes
tongues, petrified/ venom as a
talisman....”As she recited this, her
hands and body remained very still as if
to emphasize how description alone can
make movement and narrative , even if
the work itself implies that the poet is
walking a path somewhere.
Walking a path and collecting are
even more clearly at the heart of the
evening’s longest poem, “Ammonites.”
Jordan explained that while in Germany,
she visited Buchenwald, a national me

morial. During World War II, it was a
notorious concentration camp. The me
morial was near the house of the great
German philosopher Goethe and the area
had also been used for tank training by
the Russians after the war. In prehis
toric times it had been an inland sea. She
found ammonite fossils and a 19th cen
tury patent medicine bottle, intact, dur
ing a walk there. She said that the poem
came from a pressure she felt there to
combine the pleasurable experience of
the discovery on that day with the pres
ence of the events of the past. She began
quietly with the start of her walk, on a
regulated path through the philospher’s
home: “In Goethe’s house they’d roped
the rooms to keep us/ moving in prede
termined ways..../a hundred cabinets for
specimens.../crystals bones, the fossil
fronds of tiny ferns.../and one huge
ammonite.. ../The study like a chapel in
mild sun, was quiet/ and untrespassed
.. ./with everything put away...the glintingcalipers, microscopes,distillingjars.”
As she continued, her voice, still quiet,
began to hasten as the journey continues
to yield fossils. The bottle is located in,

“an ankle twisting hole, blue tinged and
as pale as blue sky.” The trail then leads
to Buchenwald, “rising like a concrete
water tower” where she had been told
“to look under the memorial for ammo
nites.” The layering of objects and sites
in the poem becomes layering of time.
The ammonites, memorials of prehis
tory, which a famous thinker collected,
tie to the mysterious barbarism of the
concentration camp. This complex of
connections in turn becomes a mysteri
ous expression of 20th century crisis.
In her piece “Chernobyl,” on the
nuclear disaster, she contemplates an
other, late 20th century crisis. Introduc
ing the poem with the question, “What is
it that no one can look upon and sur
vive?”, her answer, “God and the nuclear
reactor,” pointed to what the poem brings
together. It opens: “No one there (al
ready dying) believed it:/ The roof open
to the stars, the blow/ to the skull, nor
the phosphorescent cloud lifting out over
the marshes.../ It must have seemed/ that
something holy was escaping....”

See Jordan page 12
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Reznikov manages career, school, and kids successfully
Editor-In-Chief
As if selling radioactive diagnostic
products weren’t enough for Connie
Reznikov, each week she rushes to
Fontbonne to attend evening business
courses as part of the OPTIONS pro
gram.
In 1996, Reznikov registered to study
for a bachelor degree in business administration through OPTIONS, the
College’s evening degree program de
signed for working professionals. The
next two years were all mapped out for
her as she received a complete schedule
of the classes necessary for her degree
requirements. Reznikov is now looking
forward to graduating in December, al
though this hasn’t been an easy goal to
achieve.
After graduating from high school,
Reznikov immediately began to focus
on her career. It wasn’t until ten years
ago that she became interested in fur
thering her education. “I wanted to go to
college for my own personal fulfillment
and also for my job. I knew this was
essential in order for me to move ahead
in my occupation.”
Going back to school was difficult.
Reznikov had just gotten overadivorce,
and at that time, her children, Rob and
Katie, were only seven and three. She
enrolled at St. Louis Community Col
lege at Florissant Valley, where in sev
eral years, she obtained two associate
degrees in business administration and
general transfer studies.
“Sometimes I would have to miss
my kids’ things, but I always made sure
I was home for their birthdays.”
From there, she began looking at
four-year colleges in the area where she
could obtain a bachelor degree in an

accelerated program. “I wanted to fin
ish up my degree and gain job opportu
nities within my company and outside.”
For these reasons, Fontbonne was
very appealing to her. Aside from the
time saving benefits that OPTIONS pro
vides for its students, Reznikov was
also attracted to the College because of
its small size. “I thought I would fit in
better at a smaller school, and I think
Fontbonne will look good on my re
sume.”
Each day for Reznikov begins at
6:30 a.m., at which time she is forced to
“fight for the bathroom with a couple of
teenage kids.” After a ten-minute drive,
she clocks in at Mallinckrodt Incorpo
rated, where she works as a customer
service representative. Sitting in a big
call center all day, wearing a headset,
she takes incoming calls from custom
ers, dealing with delivery problems, re
turned goods, damages, and inquiries.
Along with thirty other people in her
department, she manages sales of radio
isotopes, catheters, and contrast media,
a type of dye that is used for CAT scan
procedures.
“It’s a stressful job. It’s important
that I prioritize my phone calls.”
Tuesday evenings can be even more
stress inducing. After a day’s worth of
work, Reznikov must transfer herself
from a chair in an office to a desk in a
classroom. “I run home, cram some
thing down to eat, change clothes, and
then I’m on the highway.”
Although her Tuesdays for the past
two years have been booked, Reznikov
enjoys the classes she has taken at the
College. “The good thing about OP
TIONS is that you stay with the same

photo by Allison M. Brock

Connie Reznikov, single mother of two, is an OPTIONS student who works full-time at
Mallinckrodt Incorporated.

people. Everybody really pulls together
for each other. It will be neat to graduate
with these people in December.”
She alsoenjoys her professors. “They
are all working professionals like me,
and they have a real sense of current
trends in business. I think they are also
more considerate of what the OPTIONS
student is going through.”
Reznikov is pleased with her college
education as an adult, but she wouldn’t
recommend that high school graduates
wait to get their degree. “I’m glad that I
waited, because I would have never had
good grades out of high school.” Grades
don’t seem to be a problem at her age
and with her busy schedule. Her current
GPA at Fontbonne is 3.8.
Reznikov’s main plan after gradua

tion is to relax. Studying will be on the
back burner for a while. She may go
back to school in a year to get her mas
ters degree in marketing. Currently, in
the little spare time that she has, she
volunteers at the Humane Society every
Saturday as an adoption counselor for
cats and dogs. After December, she
thinks she will join their auxiliary, which
mainly develops fund-raising activities.
“There are a lot of projects around
the house thatl’ve been neglecting. Now
I’ll finally be able to get to everything.
I’m also planning on going to Europe
over the summer,” she said. A nice
vacation might be just the right medi
cine for someone who’s been working
as hard as Reznikov for the past ten
years.

Mulvihill brings aid to Hurricane Mitch victims

by Dan Stiffler
Features Editor

Natural disasters occurring in coun
tries other than the United States seem to
create disaster in places that are worlds
away. The tragedy created by Hurricane
Mitch has struck closer to home, and
landed here at the College. Meghan
Mulvihill, a sophomore at the College,
is collecting donations for Honduras,
one of the many countries damaged by

the force of the hurricane.
Mulvihill has traveled to Honduras
the last two summers. Her first trip was
a service trip with members of her se
nior class at Nerinx Hall. “I wanted to
see how people lived in a third world
country, and what their lives were like.”
While in Honduras, Mulvihill devel
oped a bond to the country and its people.

“The people in Honduras live a very
simple life. Their life of simplicity seems
to be much fuller than the complex lives
we live in the United States.”
Mulvihill also spent the spring break
of her freshmen year at the College in
Honduras. She had to finance this sec
ond trip on her own, but felt that it was an
experience she could not pass up. “The
people there, and their lifestyle, have
taught me the biggest lesson of my life.
They live very happy lives without all of
the hysteria that I am used to being
surrounded by.”
When Hurricane Mitch plowed
through Honduras in late October,
Mulvihill knew she had to help in some
way. She contacted the Sisters of Notre
Dame who have an order in El Progreso,
Honduras, the city Mulvihill visited on
her trip. Mulvihill said, “The city’s
resources are completely cut off by the

hurricane, and they do not have a health
care system. All of the international aid
is going to Tegucigalpa (the country’s
capital), and all of their crops were
washed away. In seventy-two hours, the
country was set back forty years.”
Some of the Sisters of Notre Dame
are making a trip to Honduras after
Thanksgiving, and Mulvihill is sending
her collections to El Progreso with them.
“I know we are a small college, and
there are not very many people to send
donations, but I think anything we can
give will make a difference right now.
These people have had their lives de
stroyed by the hurricane. This is the
least we can do.”
Mulvihill keeps in touch with the
Sisters of Notre Dame, so if you would
like to make a donation to the Hondu
rans, contact Mulvihill at 889-4682.

NOW HIRING
EXTRA HOLIDAY CASH
WEEKEND/PART-TIME HELP NEEDED

photo courtesy of Meghan Mulvihill

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
Now hiring energetic people for Wait Staff, Host Staff, Bus Staff,
Apply in person Mon-Fri 12-4 p.m.
727 N. 1st St. on Laclede’s Landing (314) 621-0276
The Old Spaghetti Factory is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Griffins are suited up for the start of the 1998-99 season
by Carrie Mclnroy
Sports Editor
On Saturday, November 21, the
men’s varsity basketball team opened
the 98-99 season against Manchester
College. Although the Griffins played
well, they could not hold onto the 4point lead they had at the half.
One of the reasons the lead slipped
away from the Griffins was because of
two of the starters’ injuries. “I feel like
our injuries really hurt us. We had the
lead, but we just could not hold onto it.
Their coach got a technical foul, and I
think it really pumped them up,” com
mented Head Coach, Lee McKinney.
In the first 10 minutes, senior center,
Duane Roth was intentionally fouled,
landing on his head and leaving the
game with a concussion. In the second

Davinroy
scores his
1,000th
point
by Carrie Mclnroy
Sports Editor
With 16 minutes left to play in the
opening game of the 98-99 season,
senior Doug Davinroy scored his
1,000th career point after he received
a pass from senior Matt Schmidt.
At half time when Davinroy had 8
of the 12 points he needed to reach
1,000, he whispered to Coach
McKinney, asking him not to make a
big deal out ofhim scoring his 1,000th
career point. McKinney, however,
did not listen to a word he said.
The Griffins paused the game, and
Davinroy was presented with the game
ball as the crowd gave him a standing
ovation. He was modest of the situ
ation and insisted that they keep play
ing with the same ball.
Davinroy had one of his best
games, finishing with 24 points, 10
rebounds and 4 steals. His career
high is 29 points.
“This is something I am very proud
of. I could have never done it without
my teammates and coaches. They
have all been great to work with,”
commented Davinroy.
“This is a big honor. He deserves
all of the attention . He is a very hard
worker, and he earned every point he
made. Doug is a very special player
to me. He has been here with me
through a lot of rough times, and I am
very proud of him. Not many have
accomplished this,” said McKinney.
Davinroy is one of only five play
ers that have ever scored 1,000points
in his career at Fontbonne. Other
players that have scored 1,000 points
are Dino McKinney, Mark Kronk,
Jeff Branson and Rod Tucker. An
other member of the Griffins basket
ball team. Aaron Frison, is only 22
points away from scoring his 1000
point.

half, senior Josh Goellner injured his
eye, which sent him to the hospital.
Although the Griffins could not hold
onto the lead, there were many high
lights of the game, starting with the line
up. This year the starting line-up is very
unique. For the first time in Griffins’
history McKinney is starting four se
niors, Doug Davinroy, Duane Roth,
Aaron Frison, and Josh Goellner, and
one freshman, Shawn Bradley.
McKinney said, “ I think the line-up this
year is unique. My seniors know what
they are doing. They have been with me
for four years, and Shawn is a great
player. He has big shoes to fill since he
is a freshman starting as point guard, but
I think he will be a big asset to the team.

I was very pleased at the way we played
our first game, but there is still room for
improvement for everyone.”
Another asset to the team is that
McKinney has a strong bench to choose
from. Jeff Broadwater, sophomore
transfer, was able to come off the bench
to score 7 points and pull down 7 re
bounds. McKinney commented, “Even
though I can only start five players that
does not mean those five get the most
playing time. I can see a player like
Broadwater coming off the bench and
getting just as much playing time as a
starter.” Other players that stepped up
and played well were Steve Fowler,
Rodney Fedison and Courtland Smith.
The biggest highlight of the game

was when senior forward, Doug
Davinroy, scored his 1,000 career point
with 16 minutes left to play in the sec
ond half. The game was stopped, and
McKinney presented him with the game
ball and a standing ovation.
Davinroy had one of the best games
of his career, finishing with 24 points,
10 rebounds and 4 steals. He is one of
only five men ever to have scored 1,000
points in their career at Fontbonne.
Teammate Aaron Frison is only 22
points away from getting his 1000 ca
reer point. Hopefully he will achieve
this when the Griffins continue the sea
son against Sanford Brown on Monday
night and UMSL on Tuesday night.

Athletic department adds three new
intramural and club sports to their list
by Carrie Mclnroy
Sports Editor
This year the College has been well
represented by Intramural and Club
Sports. The athletic department has
added roller hockey, co-ed volleyball,
and the mile club to the list of sports for
students to participate in this fall. Other
Intramural sports offered this semester
are a flag football tournament, fencing,
and men’s basketball.
The season started off with the men ’ s
basketball team being crowned the cham
pions of the Kirkwood YMCA open
league. All the men have returned this
year to play in a more competitive divi
sion. The men were undefeated lastyaer
and hope to do the same this season,
which lasts through the fall and winter.
Eight other men also geared up to
play on the first ever Fontbonne roller
hockey team. The men were very suc
cessful in a five-state tournament, beat
ing the University of Missouri, Colum
bia, (Mizzou) and Kansas State Univer
sity. The team is lead by captain Dave
Hall.
For the second year in a row, fencing
is taught in the gym on Wednesday

nights. The participants have returned
to compete as a'club sport. Instructor
Bruce Sikes help the students learn the
basics of fencing. If participants wish,
they may move up to compete in tourna
ments regionally. So far, this year there
has been between 7 to 10 participants
every week.
One of the newest sports to the pro
gram is co-ed volleyball. Their first
game took place on November 17,1998.
Last year men and women gathered in
the gym on Tuesdays nights for fun, but
this year they have taken their play to
Concord Sports Complex where they
play competitively. “There is a lot of
room for improvement, but we have a
lot of fun,” commented Darrin Issacs.
They won two out of three games in
their first match.
One of the most popular intramual
sports has been the co-ed flag football
tournament played in the meadow. This
tournament is held once a year.
“This year we decided to have it
around homecoming. It drew a much
larger crowd then last year. We hope to

Racquetball league is now
forming for play in January
by Brooke Nunn
Staff Writer
Freshman Betsy Keegan has
jumped into college, and is getting
involved right away. Keegan is in the
process of organizing a racquetball
league for next semester.
The league will run January 17March 17, and practices will be held
every Sunday 4 p.m.-5:30p.m. The first
two practices will be used for warm
up, and the last six, for competition.
Tfie league will compete in
Intramurals this year with the seven
members it has so far. Next year,
Keegan hopes to get more students

involved in this highly coordinated
aerobic sport, and eventually compete
against other area colleges.
There are still openings and anyone
can join. The league is for those at an
intermediate level.
“This would be a great opportunity
for tennis players to get a racquet back
in their hands to stay in shape for the
spring season,” said Keegan.
The team is sponsored by Campus
Recreation. Call Betsy Keegan at 8894745 to sign up or to ask any further
questions.

have it every year as an annual tourna
ment. It seems like everyone really
enjoys it,” said Darrin Hendrickson, di
rector of Intramural and Sports Clubs.
This year the winners were Melissa Stew
ard, Meghan Mulvihill, Rodney Fedison
and Courtland Smith.
This fall was the first time ever
Fontbonne added a club to the program.
It is called the mile club, it consists of
participants walking or running 50 miles,
on their honor, in one semester. After
they reach 50 miles, participants will
then be a member of the mile club. The
mile club is open to anyone, and each
member receives a free Fontbonne mile
club T-shirt.
Next year, the athletic department
hopes to add co-ed outdoor soccer and
co-ed softball.
Intramural and club sports are open
to all Fontbonne students. Every team is
sponsored by Fontbonne and is pro
vided with equipment and uniforms if
needed. For more information on any of
the sports or the clubs, please call 8891466.

Jordan continued from page 10
Throughout, the poem mixes the sa
cred and scientific in its imagery, end
ing finally, “We lift up, fitfully, our
hearts? Catastrophe is revelation of a
kind.”
At the close of her reading, Jordan
responded to questions from the audi
ence. She attributed her knowledge
and love of the woods to her father’s
walks with her at Hammond Pond
near Boston, the subject of another of
the poems she recited. Barbara Jordan
ended the evening with a smile. The
audience was refreshed. The stage
door to the left was still open. The
fans were taken away. There were no
other intruding sounds. The after-echo
of poetry is inside and silent.

